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INTRODUCTION

THIS little book is an attempt to produce an

entirely non-technical handbook for the use

of those who, till European war came along,
did not interest themselves in naval matters.

Till now a vast number of people have

taken the Navy for granted. It has existed

to them much as St. Paul's Cathedral exists.

To the great majority there has been no
occasion to trouble about anything, save

perhaps one or two of the more picturesque
features of the Fleet. Now, however, after

a hundred years of peace the British Navy is

engaged in naval warfare and the entire

situation is changed accordingly.
It is true that during this past century

the Navy has been engaged in various

operations. In the Crimean War, for in-

stance, two considerable fleets were em-

ployed. Both before and since our ships
have bombarded forts and places, like

Algiers and Alexandria, but in all the

hundred years there has been no war
between British fleets and the fleets of a

foreign Power. And so it comes about
that all eyes are now upon the Navy, which
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somewhere on the seas started facing the

unknown directly Austria sent her ultimatum
to Servia.

So soon as that incident occurred every-

thing which has happened since became a

vivid possibility. From that moment the

Fleet had to be on watch and guard lest

Germany should fall on us unawares. That
she intended to attempt it was perfectly
well-known it had been known for years
to all in authority.
The British Navy for which the public

has paid is now undergoing the supreme
test.

FRED T. JANE.



I.

THE CAPITAL SHIP.

What is a
"

capital ship
"

? It is a vague
sort of term that is frequently employed ;

nor is much further information usually to

be gleaned than that
"

it's a battleship."
If there be one thing more than another

of which the general public is supremely

ignorant that thing is a battleship. They
may know its guns, they may know its

displacement, speed and various other de-

tails the sort of thing to be found in every

explanatory footnote in the daily Press.

But it is safe to wager that not one man
in a million in all the British Empire knows

exactly what a battleship is for. All have

a vague idea, because it so chances that

people
"
think in Dreadnoughts

" and they
all know that Dreadnoughts are somewhere
in the top line of

"
battleships."

Well, in actual fact the matter is some-
what like this. Super-Dreadnoughts, Dread-

noughts, pre-Dreadnoughts, etc., etc., etc.,

are one and all precisely the same thing
when it comes to the real point. At the
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best they merely represent certain theoretic

fighting values.

Why they do so will be explained later.

For the present it suffices to state that for

fighting purposes the battleship is a battle-

ship and that, despite the fact that a single

super-Dreadnought could probably sink a

dozen pre-Dreadnoughts there is still not

the remotest difference between one kind

of battleship and another, except in power
once the business of war comes to the front.

The difference between one kind and another

is on all fours with the difference between

big and little soldiers.

Good, bad, or indifferent the duties of a

battleship are and must ever be exactly the

same thing just as they were half-an-hour

ago or a hundred years ago or a thousand

or more years ago.
The battleship has been all kinds of things

in this interim. When our remote ancestors

started the
"

battleship
"

idea they did so

on tree-trunks. When Drake and Nelson

(intervals between) did so there was no
essential difference in main principles. There
is no more at the present day. There will

never be any real difference all through the

aeons of time.

The battleship, whatever form she may
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take hereafter, will ever be the battleship,

i.*., the equivalent of the Queen at chess,

or of the Ace in cards.

Its speciality is to smash. Till a smashable

stage is reached, it has nothing to smash and

it does not smash accordingly. The value of

an ace at cards is that no one plays it until the

playing of it entails a distinct advantage not

otherwise to be obtained. For example : no
one would (if he could help it)*play an ace

to take a trick in which the highest previous
card was a seven of something. Similarly, no
chess player would risk his queen to effect

a capture which a pawn could accomplish.
He would keep his ace to beat a king, or

his chess queen to dispose of a rook.

War is just the same. That is why there

was no attempt at a Trafalgar or a Tsushima
in the early stages of the present war.

That is why the Dreadnought will only
be used once. Just as an ace can only be

played once, naval warfare can never be a

matter of parading Dreadnoughts inside

the danger zone.

Modern Trafalgars are not made that way.

Nowadays as the pen is mightier than the

sword, so the pen figuring things out mathe-

matically is a mighty lot greater than

anything else.
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The battleship can only be used once
used for the " knock-out blow." In a war
in which both sides made no mistakes no
fleet action could possibly occur, no battle-

ship fire a shot in anger.
The highest use of a battle fleet costing

easily fifty million pounds is, curiously

enough, complete inaction ! So long as

unused it is worth all that fifty million.

Once used its value may easily deteriorate

to nothing or thereabouts. On one side or

the other this is bound to occur. Whatever
the value of an ace there is only one ace of

trumps. Just the same thing occurs with
battle fleets. Till the psychological moment
arrives their only real use lies in disuse.

Out of which various folk who do not or

cannot think much have described the
"

battleship
"

as
" no use."

Were there no hostile battleships that, of

course, would exactly describe the situation.

Similarly, however, if people played without

any Court cards in the pack an ace might
easily be a superfluity !

To sum up, therefore, the precise duties

of a battleship and the precise reasons why
she exists are as follows :

(i) To smash others of her kind as the

need arises.
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(2) To be a rallying point on which
weaker units can retire if over-

pressed by others of their own kind.

So long as the battleship can with cer-

tainty perform these functions it matters

nothing whether she be Dreadnought or

pre-Dreadnought, though naturally a Dread-

nought is more likely to succeed.

WHAT IS A DREADNOUGHT ?

Many years ago, back at the time of the

American Civil War, there appeared a

curious little ironclad with her guns in a

turret, and lying very low in the water.

She fought a famous battle in the Hampton
Roads against a Confederate ironclad, the

Merrimac, which was a ship more or less

of the ordinary type, covered with iron

plates. This curious little turret ship was

named the Monitor, and thereafter all ships

subsequently built which in any way re-

sembled her were spoken of as Monitors.

In just the same way for the last few years

every battleship which carries more than

four big guns is christened a Dreadnought,
because that is the name of the first

"
all-

big-gun-ship
"

built for the British Navy.
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Except that she is more powerful there is

no integral difference between a Dread-

nought and the older kind of battleships
which are generally spoken of as pre-

Dreadnoughts. Ten years ago all our battle-

ships carried four big guns (i 2-inch), two
in a turret forward, and two in a turret aft.

The rest of the guns were 6-inch.

After a time, however, it was thought
that something bigger than the 6-inch was

required. The Germans mounted guns of

6. j-inch, in what is technically known as the

secondary battery secondary battery being
a general term for the guns of less import-
ance than the main armament.

Italy, the United States and one or two
other nations hit on the idea of having
some of their secondary guns 8-inch or

thereabouts, while others were 6-inch.

In the British Navy, however, it was

thought that these intermediate guns should

be bigger still, and so we built eight ships of

the King Edward class which, in addition to

the ordinary complement of four 1 2-inch

and a number of 6-inch, carried four 9.2*3
in the upper deck. Japan just before the

war with Russia ordered two somewhat
similar ships with lo-inch guns as the inter-

mediate armament.
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Germany did not increase the size of her

secondary guns, but she did design a ship

(which was never built) known as the "
S."

The "
S
" was just like the ordinary battle-

ship of the period except that instead of

four 92's of the King Edward class, it was

proposed to mount two extra big guns
carried on either amidships, thus bringing
the total of big guns up to six.

Meanwhile in the British Navy two ships
of the Lord Nelson class were designed
which, in addition to four 1 2-inch guns
carried ten 9.2*8, and no 6-inch guns what-
ever.

At and about the same time a famous
Italian naval architect suggested to his

Government a ship which should be entirely
armed with 1 2-inch guns, and nothing else,

except some small guns for repelling torpedo
attack. His argument was that such a ship
instead of merely being able to disable an

antagonist would blow her utterly to pieces.

The Italian Admiralty was pleased with

the idea, but it did not adopt it on the

grounds of expense. For that matter it

suggested that England was the only country
which could afford to build such a ship !

Cuniberti, like every inventor, was proud of

his dream, and so it came about that in the
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1903
"
Fighting Ships

"
I published an

article written by him describing this ideal

battleship.
The immediate result was that I wished

I had not, as everybody described the

Cuniberti ideal ship as more suitable for

the pages of H. G. Wells than for a serious

publication dealing technically with matters

naval. Now that Dreadnoughts exist in

every navy of any importance whatever, I

do not mind confessing that my own

private opinion was about the same as that

of the critics. And the real originator of

Dreadnoughts is an English engineer, resi-

dent in Italy, called Charles de Grave Sells.

He chanced to be a close personal friend of

Cuniberti, and also a close personal friend

of my own. To oblige Cuniberti he asked

me to publish the idea, and to oblige him I

did publish it ! And there probably all three

of us thought that the matter had ended.
Ended as like as not it would have, had

it not been for the Russo-Japanese War.
The Japanese being in for a life and death

struggle for national existence, decided to

lay down a couple of ships on Cuniberti
lines. As a matter of fact these two ships,
the Satsuma and Aki, never materialised as

designed, as the Japanese could not depend
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on getting the necessary number of 1 2-inch

guns. Consequently they only built a

couple of ships which are always described
as improved copies of the British Lord
Nelson class, as they carry four 1 2-inch and
twelve lo-inch in place of twelve 1 2-inch
that they were originally designed for.

At and about the same time the United
States contemplated the South Carolina,
which carries eight 1 2-inch guns.
Then, and not till then, did the British

Admiralty take action, although from that

day to this it has been accused of having set

the pace with a new kind of warship !

As a matter of fact the British Admiralty
merely copied what other Powers were

doing ;
but with a prescience which cannot

be too highly commended, they saw to it

that they came in first.

The . first
"

all-big-gun-ship
"

to be
launched and the first to be completed was
the British Dreadnought, carrying ten 1 2-inch

guns.
She was laid down in December, 1905.

Three months later she was launched and

eight months later she went to sea.

So far, so good. Unfortunately, just
about that time the Navy was very much in

the political arena
;

the Unionists accusing
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the Radicals of letting down the Navy, and

the Radicals retaliated with the Dreadnought.
The whole of it was human nature, and such

blame as may be must be equally distributed.

The net result, however, was a general
concentration of world-attention on the

Dreadnought and the building of Dread-

noughts by practically ever)' Navy in exist-

ence. To-day, something like a hundred
have been completed, and very many more
are completing.

Until the present general war broke out

nobody knew for certain whether it was

good policy to build ships costing two
million pounds or more in place of ships
which could be turned out for a million.

Two million pounds is the minimum estimate

of the cost of a Dreadnought. The Russian

ones all come to nearly double that sum, and
even some of ours though we build cheaper
than anyone else, probably get well over the

two million in actual fact. The real figures
are generally so obscure that total cost and

price per ton are merely forms of words to

all save those technically interested. So far

as the general public is concerned a pre-

Dreadnought has usually cost about a

million pounds, while a Dreadnought usually
eoati double.
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The original Dreadnought carries ten 12-

inch guns of which eight bear on one
broadside.

Eight was selected for certain reasons

along the theory that by a definite system
of fire control if four guns miss, four others

were absolutely certain to hit. Thereafter

we subsequently rose to ten 1 2-inch guns, and
then to ten 13.5-inch.

Theoretically, the 13.5-inch was selected

on account of its greater penetrative power.
As a matter of actual fact penetration of

armour had nothing to do with the matter.

The real story is that attempts to improve
the 12-inch gun resulted in something so

long that there was a waggle at the muzzle
when it fired. This "

waggle
"

was some-

thing so tiny that it could not be expressed
in figures which any non-technical reader

would understand. But at 10,000 yards

(roughly, five miles) it meant that the long

guns, though far more powerful, were less

reliable than the older and shorter weapons
in the matter of hitting.

Hence the 13.5, with which most of the

ships knows as super-Dreadnoughts are

armed. They are merely called super-

Dreadnoughts on that account.

The 13-5's have proved themselves
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extremely reliable guns. They fire a heavier

shot than the 1 2-inch, and being shorter

are free from "
waggle."

The heavier the shot the easier the

hitting. That is to say, an ordinary gunner
could get nine shots out of ten on the target
with a 13.5, where he would certainly not

get more than eight, or perhaps even seven,
out of ten with a long 1 2-inch; and

though with the older 45 calibre 1 2-inch he

might hit nearly as often, the damage from
the lighter projectile would be infinitely
less.

Hitting with light projectiles becomes

problematical directly long ranges are re-

quired. At short range all firing is point
blank ; but the moment that the range
runs into miles the delicate question of

elevation comes into account, and the

smaller the gun the sooner that question
arises. Quite a trivial and microscopic error

at the gun may mean several hundred yards
error at the target. The bigger the gun the

less the error.

Hence the general adoption of 1 5-inch

guns for the newest big ships, although there

is no armour in existence which the 1 2-inch

gun is not able to penetrate at any rate

theoretically. But the shooting with a
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12-inch must be infinitely more careful than

the shooting with a 15 -inch; hence the

bigger gun. So much is this the case that

it is probably easier to hit a ship with a

1 5 -inch gun five miles off than to hit the

same ship at two miles with a 6-inch gun.
The diagram on page 21 will explain the

reason why. The lighter the projectile
the more the calculation that has to be made
about firing with it. With a really big gun
like the 15 -inch, gunnery gets reduced to

something like shooting at haystacks and the

problem of skill becomes mild. This is a

matter of great importance, because,

although in peace time it is comparatively

easy to make the necessary adjustment of

elevation for target practice, there is every
reason to believe that in war the knowledge
of what the penalty of error is is so great
that uncertain firing may result, except
where point-blank firing comes into play.
Such at least has been the general experience
in previous wars.

No 1 5 -inch guns will take part in the

present war, unless it lasts considerably

longer than anyone expects, as no ships

mounting them can be completed for a

good while to come. In the German Navy
nothing bigger than the 1 2-inch exists in
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completed ships, but a great many British

13-5's will be in action, and we are likely

enough to discover eventually the difference

between the two guns which I have explained

previously.
On their part the Germans have always

believed that rapidity of fire is more impor-
tant than accuracy, on the principle of the

old proverb that if you throw enough mud
some of it is certain to stick ! In this there

is a good deal of truth.

However, the British view is and always
has been that the ship which gets in the first

hit and can manage to keep on hitting with

moderate regularity is bound to win and to

receive no hits in return.

This brings us to the question of defence.

As everyone knows, battleships, or
"

capital

ships
"

as they are also called, are heavily

protected with armour. The amount of

armour protection varies from 25 to 33

per cent, or more of the total weight of the

ship.
In the British Navy 25 per cent, in pro-

tection is rarely exceeded. In the German

Navy the tendency is towards 30 or even

35 per cent, expended in protection.
The particular problem involved is at

least fifty years old. On the one side
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distinguished people have argued that every-

thing should be sacrificed to killing the enemy
and hitting him so hard that he cannot hit

back.

On the other hand equally distinguished

people have argued in the past that to hit

the enemy fairly and continually it is

necessary so far as possible to be so armoured
that you yourself stand little risk of being

badly hurt and so prevented from hitting.
From that day to this no one has ever

ascertained which view is the right one. By
a curious freak of chance in all fighting
between battleships which has taken place,
the lightly armoured ships have been hit

badly, while the more heavily armoured
ones have never been hit at all.

The present war may solve these pro-
blems for once and all, but again chance

may intervene and no reliable data be

secured.

Be that as it may, however, the British

Navy as a general rule is committed to the

general principle of
"

hit first and take your
chance about defence." The German, on
the other hand, is as heavily committed to

an opposite principle, the ability to stand

hard hitting at the sacrifice of ability to

hit hard.
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The British system seems the better one

but, as remarked previously, both ideas are

a matter of theory which a few months ago
only a very few people expected would ever

be put to the test.



II.

THE BATTLE CRUISER.

The battle cruiser is essentially a ship of

the Dreadnought era. The title
"

cruiser
"

is altogether a misnomer as they are not

intended for cruiser work.

Battle cruisers vary in nature and in

every degree, but the general principles of

all of them are the same, that is to say they

carry fewer guns than a Dreadnought
battleship, have thinner armour, are larger
and heavier, and a great deal faster.

For example, the battle cruiser Lion is

26,350 tons, compared to the 23,000 of the

King George V . She is 100 feet longer and

of 75,000 h.p., against 28,000. Her speed
is in the region of 28 knots as compared to

the 21 knots or so of the King George V .

The speeds of battle cruisers are, however,
uncertain quantities ;

that is to say there is

always a great deal of difference between
what they are supposed to do and what they

actually can do. All of them are capable
of short spurts considerably in excess of

what they develop in the normal way, or

for long periods.
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The cost of building a battle cruiser is

about the same as that of a battleship
that is to say, about two million pounds.
The cost of upkeep is, however, a great
deal more, as with its immense engines the

coal consumption is enormous. Burning
coal only, the full consumption of coal of a

big battle cruiser like the Lion is very little

short of 1,000 tons a day. As a rule oil is

burned in addition to coal. This reduces

the coal consumption, but as oil costs about

.4 a ton, no economy is effected thereby.
The reason oil is used in conjunction with

coal is because of the greater efficiency

thereby obtained.

The total amount of coal carried by a

ship like the Lion is 3,500 tons, in addition

to which there are 1,000 tons of oil.

From this it will be seen that were a battle

cruiser always steaming at full speed, the

enormous quantity of fuel which she carries

would last her only a few days. As a matter

of fact, however, no warships are ever

steaming at full speed like the Atlantic

liners do. There is a great difference

between warships and merchant vessels, and

it is this which makes the work of the

engineer in the Navy harder than in the

mercantile marine. It is much easier to
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maintain a constant speed even though it

may be a high one, than to be continually

chopping and changing, as has to be done
with a warship.
The war duties of a battle cruiser are

essentially of a destructive nature. Should
the enemy's fleet be sighted, the battle

cruisers, as a fast wing, have to go in pursuit
and bring it into action. How this is

brought about is best explained by the

diagram on the previous page. From this

it will be seen that a couple of battle cruisers

can easily be a tremendous menace to an

extremely powerful fleet, as coming up from
astern they can concentrate on the last ship.

Should the enemy go on, its last ships will

be disabled in detail. If, on the other

hand the enemy stops to fight the battle

cruisers, the object of the battle cruisers is

achieved, for the enemy will then be caught

up with and compelled to fight with the

pursuing main fleet.

The duties of battle cruisers being as

they are, great care is exercised in selecting
the most dashing and daring officers to

command them.



III.

CRUISERS.

Time was when the British Fleet was

divided up into armoured cruisers, first-

class protected cruisers, second-class protected

cruisers, third-class protected cruisers, un-

armoured cruisers, lightly armoured cruisers

and scouts. But a couple of years ago all

these distinctions were swept away in favour

of two main divisions cruisers and light

cruisers; anything over 6,000 tons displace-
ment being in the former category. Cruisers

are no longer built for the British Navy, the

theory being that they have outlived their

period of utility. Save in a few old vessels

which have long ceased to have any war

utility, all cruisers are armour plated, their

belts in the majority of cases being six

inches thick.

The original idea of a cruiser was some-

thing equivalent to the frigates of Nelson's

time, that is to say, as look-out ships, and
for the attack and defence of commerce.
The reason that no more are built is partly
because the smaller vessels known as light
cruisers have been found more generally
suitable and cheaper to build and also owing
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to the invention of wireless telegraphy.
Before wireless telegraphy was invented, it

was necessary (see diagram) to have a string
of cruisers all in sight of each other, so that

messages by flag signal or masthead sema-

phore could be conveyed along the line.

Wireless telegraphy has rendered all that

superfluous. It is interesting to recall that

in the early days, when wireless was first

heard of, Admiral Lord Fisher mentioned
in the course of a series of lectures which
he was giving to the officers of the Mediter-

ranean Fleet that
"

if wireless telegraphy
ever comes to anything, we shall be able to

scrap half our cruisers, and in future need to

build fewer than we do now."
The words were prophetic. It is not to

be imagined that our armoured cruisers

are useless. Far from it. They still remain
the cavalry of the seas, and act as screens

between hostile fleets just as mounted
soldiers do between hostile armies.

Here again matters are best made clear

to the uninitiated by means of a diagram.

Supposing that Fleet A is looking for Fleet B
and Fleet B does not wish to be found. B
protects himself by putting out his cruisers.

Consequently to locate B, A's cruisers must
break through B's cruisers, it being obviously
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impossible for the battle fleet itself to split

up searching for the enemy, who would then

get it at a disadvantage. It was on account

of these screens that the cruisers came to

be armoured, for before wireless came into

use not only did they have to fight their way
through, but what was still more important,

fight their way back again. It was also

necessary to have them very numerous, so

that they could see and support each other.

Another most important duty of cruisers

also a duty which has of late years become
much more urgent, is the protection of

battle fleets from torpedo craft. This is

done by sweeping in the daytime up to a

hundred miles or more ahead of and around
the Fleet. This is a task which destroyers
were invented to do against torpedo boats.

It was soon found however, that the destroyer
was capable of being used as a much more
efficient and deadly torpedo boat than the

craft which she was designed to destroy.
So it is destroyers which the cruisers have
to hunt for in the daytime.
At first sight it would look as though

cruisers capable of only 22 or 23 knots could
not do much in the way of catching de-

stroyers of 30 knots or more. As a matter
of fact, however, destroyers are very easily
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caught, as the sea is rarely calm, and the

moment the weather becomes at all rough
the destroyer which in smooth water could

do 30 knots will find her speed reduced to

20 knots or less.

In addition no destroyer can carry enough
fuel to stand being chased all day and then

to return again and attack the battle fleet

in the night.
The duties of a cruiser engaged in com-

merce warfare vary a great deal according
to whether she is attacking or defending
it. The whole of the trade of any nation

follows along a certain well-known route,
outside of which the ocean is absolutely
deserted. Many years ago I was with a

fleet during naval manoeuvres which, leaving

Bantry, steamed slowly to the south of the

Azores, remained there for some time, and
then returned to England. The cruise lasted

three weeks, and during the whole of the

time no news whatever concerning it could

be gleaned from merchant ships. We saw

nothing all day except the same deserted

wastes of water. Yet not more than a

hundred miles or so away any number of

merchant ships were coming and going.

Consequently, if a ship wishes to attack

commerce, she must do so by keeping off the
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route and swooping on to it and capturing

something as occasion offers. In the old

days of sailing ships this was a busy and

lucrative job, and our trade losses were

very heavy, even after Trafalgar when we had

swept the main hostile fleet from the seas.

In these days of steam, however, the task

is by no means so easy, as instead of being
able to keep the chase up for months, there

are very few cruisers which can keep up
commerce attack for a week without having
to re-coal. And so it is no longer possible
to make those wide swoops away from the

trade route which now, when nearly all ships

carry wireless, are more necessary than ever

for the attack.

The task of the defending cruiser is, there-

fore, considerably simplified. Three or four

defending cruisers scattered about on the

route, and all in wireless touch with each

other and with the merchant ships, can

easily arrive at any threatened port.
One way and another, therefore, the war

against commerce has lost most of its

glamour, and it is likely to cost the attackers

a good deal more than they get out of it,

especially as even if they do capture vessels,

there remains the problem of getting them
into port.



IV.

TORPEDO CRAFT.

As mentioned in an earlier chapter,

destroyers were originally designed to destroy

torpedo boats
;

but it was soon found out

that they were so effective as torpedo boats

themselves, that now they exist for that

special purpose, and torpedo boats proper
are rarely built.

Torpedo boats first appeared in the war
between Russia and Turkey in 1877. They
were nothing more than steam launches of

the old type small craft with a long spar
fitted in the bow. At the end of the pole
was some gun-cotton or other explosive,
and the idea was to charge a ship and then

fire the explosive. In practice this occa-

sionally did some slight damage to the ship,
but usually destroyed the boat entirely.
The Russians utilised such boats for

carrying torpedoes, which were generally

slung underneath the keel, and let go as

required. Later on a special gear was fitted

for dropping the torpedoes.

Torpedo boats were, however, of very
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small use until torpedo tubes were invented.

The torpedo tube is a species of gun which

fires the torpedo into the water. Once in

the water the torpedo sets itself going by
its own mechanism (see a later chapter on

Torpedoes).
About twenty years ago torpedo boats

had increased in size up to seventy or eighty
tons. They had long been considered a

danger, and some gunboats officially known
as torpedo-boat catchers, but always spoken
of as

"
catchers

"
simply, were in existence.

These gunboats varied from 400 up to 1,000

tons, but they were never large enough to

be able to steam properly in a seaway.

Experience in manoeuvres showed that the

torpedo boats generally escaped from them

quite easily.

For some time the Germans in addition

to building torpedo boats, had been in the

habit of building some larger vessels which

they called
"

division boats." These were
a good deal faster and larger than the

ordinary torpedo boats which they were
intended to lead into action.

It was probably these German boats

which first gave birth to the idea of de-

stroyers. The first two ever built were the

Havock and Hornet. They were of some-
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where about 270 tons displacement, and

capable of a speed of 27 knots. When first

designed they were alluded to as
"
catchers,"

but that being a name of unfortunate

memory, some genius hit on the idea of

calling them
"
torpedo boat destroyers," and

from that day to this that has been their

official name, abbreviated into
"

t.b.d."

The first two. destroyers took the sea in

1894, and were sent into the Bay of Biscay
to note how they fared. There was con-

siderable divergence of opinion as to what
would happen to them

; they were not

considered safe to go out by themselves,
and the

"
catcher

"
Seagull was sent to look

after them.

Beyond the fact that all on board got very

seasick, the destroyers came through the

test with complete success, and the Admiralty

immediately ordered a very large number of

them, and has gone on building them ever

since.

The functions of destroyers are obvious.

Their attacks are, of course, made by night,
and the danger of them is increased by the

fact that they act in divisions.

The present war will prove whether or no

destroyers are as dangerous as they have

been reckoned to be against big ships.
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The past history of destroyers has been

rather against the torpedo that is to say,

in the past it has never done what was

expected of it. In the war between China
and Japan the torpedo boats did nothing
in the open sea. On the other hand, they
delivered an attack on the Chinese Fleet

anchored in Wei-hei-Wei with very con-

siderable success, in conditions which were

all against them.

In the war between Spain and America,

nothing was done by torpedo boats.

In the more recent war between Russia

and Japan a surprise destroyer attack was

delivered by the Japanese on the Russian

Fleet at Port Arthur. Although a great

many boats attacked, and although the

surprise was complete and the Russian

response amounted to nothing, only three

ships wrere hit, and the damage done

to each of these was in every case very

slight.

Thereafter, destroyers did nothing on
either side beyond occasional fights with

each other until the great Naval Battle of

Tsushima. The night following this battle

several of the disabled Russian ships were

sunk by torpedo attack, but as most of them
must have been in a sinking condition
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already, the loss was held to prove very little

one way or the other.

In the war between Turkey and Greece
the Turkish cruiser Hamidieh was torpedoed,
but a month later she was repaired, and

making her famous cruises.

One or two old Turkish ironclads of

prehistoric date were torpedoed by the

Greeks, but it cannot truthfully be said that

the torpedo influenced the war in any way
whatever.

One reason for this is that each side has

always had so many torpedo craft that they
have neutralised each other a condition

of affairs which is likely enough to obtain

in the present war also. Another reason

for the ill-success of torpedo craft, except
in attacks on ships in harbour, is that the

sea is a vast place. When destroyers look

for battleships they are somewhat in the

position of the man looking for the needle

in the proverbial bundle of hay. If he

finds it, he will secure it
;
but all the odds

are against the necessary finding.
This is the defence upon which battle

fleets mostly rely. Their other defence

consists, on paper, in the special guns which
all ships carry to destroy attacking torpedo
craft. Until the present war nobody had
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any faith in these little guns, on the grounds
that although a destroyer might be badly

hit, she would probably ease off her torpedoes
before she sank.

Since the sinking of the German KZenigen
Luise by a British destroyer with four shots,

the small gun is more esteemed than it used

to be, but the only real direct defence of

big ships against torpedo attack is still held

to be the big gun.



V.

SUBMARINES.

We are accustomed to think of the sub-

marine as an entirely modern invention.

In one way it is, but 300 odd years before

Christ, Alexander the Great had his own
ideas on the subject. Coming to more
recent but still remote times, our own King
James the First took a trip in a submarine

invented by his Court Physician.
In the American Civil War of fifty years

ago, things were done by submarines.

Usually, or almost invariably it was at the

expense of the submarines. Still the at-

tempts were made.
The trouble with submarines was the

provision of adequate motive power while

they were under water. It is only quite
in our own times that considerable power
has been developed for under-water propul-
sion. This is obtained electrically by
accumulators.

Here it should be noted that the popular
idea that a submarine is a boat which works

under water most of its time is entirely
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incorrect. What a submarine actually does

is to work on the surface. She only goes

under water for the actual purpose of

attacking the enemy, or to avoid being
attacked by some above-water craft, which is

looking for her.

For this surface propulsion submarines

use internal combustion engines, or an

adaption of ordinary steam engines steam

at the present moment being rather more in

favour than the modified motor-car engine.
The Diesel engine although all right for

small powers, has so far not proved very

satisfactory directly anything over 1,000 h.p.

is required, and the modern submarine

requires a great deal more power than

that.

To an extent which few people realise,

the submarine has grown tremendously

during the last few years.

The original idea of it was a little boat

in which a couple of men risked their lives

in an endeavour to destroy the enemy.

To-day the modern submarine carries

quite a considerable crew, and is as big or

bigger than a destroyer. It has sleeping

accommodation, and is generally speaking a

self-contained ship something altogether
different to the elementary boats in which
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the crew had to sit down and dare not move
for fear of upsetting the whole thing.
The first time that real submarines were

actually used in warfare was in the Russo-

Japanese War of about ten years ago. The
Russians had only one submarine engaged.
This was a little one-man affair which started

out from Port Arthur with a view to sinking
Admiral Togo's fleet. The next heard of

it was after the war, when it was dredged

up by the Japanese salving sunken Russian

ships.
In the same year the Japanese employed

five submarines. They were worked by
men who necessarily knew nothing about

such novel weapons, and all five of them
sank and were not recovered until the war
was over.

In the more recent Turco-Greek War the

Turks had no submarines, and the Greeks

had only one available and made no par-
ticular use of it.

As a result the present is the first war in

which submarines have taken part as a

regular arm. When the war started every-

body had theories of what they might

accomplish, and these theories ran the whole

gamut of from nothing to everything. But

nobody actually knew anything whatever.
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The satisfactory side of the business is that

whereas the British Navy started the war
with something like seventy effective boats,

the Germans had only half that number.

Chance, however, so willed it that the

first demonstration was given by Germany.
The stories written about H.M.S. Birming-
ham and the German submarine U 15, which
was sunk, are, of course, entirely fictitious,

except in so far that the Birmingham did

sink U 15, but the real truth of the matter

is that the U 15 fired at a certain British

ship and missed her. Thereafter the U 15

might have got home in safety, had not her

captain imagined that he had succeeded,
and come to the surface to shout

" Deutsch-
land uber alles." That little incident settled

the fate of U 15, as she came up alongside
the Birmingham, and was sunk at once.

In the present stage of development,
supposing a submarine to find a ship, the

odds are very heavy that she hits her. It

is practically impossible for any ship to

detect an attacking submarine, or to know
that she is attacked until the torpedo is fired.

Once the torpedo is fired the game is given

away, because submarine attacks can only
be delivered in daylight, and torpedoes
cannot be fired without betraying the
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circumstances by the bubbles that they
make on the water.

To the ordinary public bubbles on the

water might not convey any particular

meaning ;
but to the Naval man they convey

everything that matters. When ships are

in company, as they usually are, the sub-

marine that fires her torpedo and misses, has

probably fired her last shot.

The penalty of failure is death for all

concerned. In this, submarine warfare differs

from other warfare, in which, however many
may be killed, a certain number of the crew

are more or less sure to survive. In sub-

marines it is
"

all or none."

It is very difficult to give a non-technical

definition of a submarine. In the ordinary

way it floats in the water just like any other

ship. By introducing water into certain

tanks it reduces itself to the same specific

gravity as the water, in which consequently
it rises or sinks according to the action

imparted to certain little paddles on its

sides which are known as hydroplanes.
When submerged its course is steered by

means of an instrument known as a periscope.
This is a kind of tube with mirrors in it

whereby what is happening on the surface

is reflected below.
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A submarine could not stay under the

water for any great length of time, because

the air would become vitiated. This con-

dition of affairs is met by various appliances
for purifying the atmosphere and adding
oxygen to it.

The most modern submarines are capable
of remaining under water for twenty-four
hours if necessary, but the ordeal is naturally
a trying one.



VI.

(a) AIRSHIPS.

The Naval Air Service is responsible for

all the dirigibles and has in addition its own
force of aeroplanes.

Dirigibles are of various sizes, but there

is nothing in the British Navy to correspond
with the enormous German Zeppelins con-

struction in England being in its infancy.

Indeed, the only two effective dirigibles in

service at the outbreak of the war were

foreign, one being made in Germany, and
the other of French construction. Reference

to these will be made later.

It is necessary first to explain what a

dirigible airship is. There are two classes,

which differ a great deal from each other

except that of course both are filled with

hydrogen gas and depend for flotation on
the fact that they are lighter than air.

Battle airships like the German Zeppelins
are characterised by a rigid framework,

usually of metal, but sometimes of wood.

They are divided into a number of compart-
ments, usually from fifteen to seventeen.
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Each compartment contains a gas-bag which
is in substance a separate drum-shaped
balloon. This group of balloons is sur-

rounded by a large outer covering known
as the envelope.

Suspended from the bottom of this en-

velope are two or three cars known as

gondolas. These accommodate the crew,
which may number anything up to thirty.
The engines are usually three in number,

developing a total of 450 h.p. in the earlier

and 800 h.p. in the very latest. The speed
of the early ones was about 35 miles an hour,
whereas the latest run to over 50. They do
not work the propellers directly, as in

aeroplanes, but by means of gearing, as

indicated in the diagram.
No two large dirigibles are exactly alike

in their steering arrangements, but the

principle whereby they rise and fall is

always like that of a submarine. There
are a number of planes known as elevators,

corresponding to the hydroplanes of a sub-

marine. According to the way these are

tilted the ship rises or descends.

In addition to bombs the battle airship
is capable of carrying guns, the Germans

having mounted as many as four on one of

theirs. Two of these wrere carried in the
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gondolas, one could be let down well clear

of everything, while the other was placed
on top. These guns are for defence against

aeroplanes. The particular German ship
which was thus armed is supposed to have

been lost early in the war owing to attempt-

ing to use her top gun. It is assumed that

there was a leakage of gas which would, of

course, escape upwards, and that firing the

gun ignited this gas, causing an explosion
which burned the whole airship.

Battle airships at the present time are

extremely fragile things, and very open to

attack from aeroplanes. The reason of

their use, however, is that they can cruise

about at night and keep up for a long time.

Not only can they carry a great deal of

petrol, but when the wind is favourable

they can shut off their engines and drift,

becoming a species of sailing ship.
The war duties of a battle airship are to

scout ahead of the fleet and drop bombs on
hostile vessels. The damage to be done to

big ships in this way is not very great, but
the menace to small craft and submarines
is quite another matter. However, hitting
small, moving objects is by no means easy.

For defence against airships warships
carry special guns capable of firing fire-shell
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high into the air. A battle airship is some-
where about the size of a Dreadnought, i.e.,

500 feet, and this adds to the inconvenience
of them, for immense sheds have to be

constructed to contain them. For this

reason it is only with the Germans that the

battle airship has been popular. The French
have only one. Four or five years ago, one
was specially built for the British Navy at

Barrow. She took a very long time to build

and came to grief shortly after emerging
from her shed.

Small airships are known as non-rigids
because they have no frame work, but

consist of a single envelope inflated with

gas. The advantage of this type is that

they can be packed up and sent about on
board ship or transported overland in

wagons.
The usual method of rising and falling

is to make use of two bags known as ballonets,

into which air is pumped, thus altering the

trim. The larger and more modern of

these air cruisers are generally divided into

two or three compartments. The Astra-

Torres (French make) is peculiarly divided

so that she has the form of one sausage placed
on top of two others. The endurance of

these small cruisers is, of course, much less
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than that of a battle airship, and so their

war work consists in inshore scouting.
The average crew is about five.

There are also some very small airships

used for instructional purposes, of which the

principal and interesting feature is that the

propellers are mounted on a swivel, and so

in addition to being used for going ahead or

astern are valuable for rising and falling.

(b) AEROPLANES.

Aeroplanes differ from airships in that

they are heavier than air and keep up owing
to the speed at which they travel. There
is no essential difference between an aero-

plane, a seaplane or a flying boat. The

general principle of all is the same. The
land aeroplane is, as everyone now knows,
mounted on wheels, on which it runs along
until it rises. With a seaplane, floats are

substituted and the machine runs along the

water until it rises.

In flying boats the principle is the same,
but instead of floats there is a species of

canoe.

Aeroplanes required for naval purposes
have more powerful engines than land
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machines, because the construction of them
has to be a great deal stronger and heavier.

The usual crew of a seaplane is two men,
of whom one does the driving, while the

other acts as observer, or bomb dropper, as

the case may be. The probable war uses of

a seaplane are scouting around the coast, or

accompanying the fleet in a special mother-

ship vessel, from which they can be des-

patched as required.
War aeroplanes can be divided into three

classes : first, very fast one-man machines

for special work. A machine of this sort

would carry no bombs and generally as little

superfluous weight as possible, everything

being sacrificed to speed. The nearest land

analogy is the motor-bicycle messenger.
Next come the intermediate machines,

intended for general observation purposes.
Such machines might carry a bomb or two
in addition to its two men, but would not

be otherwise armed, and it would require
sufficient petrol so as to give the maximum
endurance. Such machines are generally

designed to be fitted with wireless telegraphy
for the transmission of information.

Thirdly, there is the war aeroplane a

much bigger affair than the other two. Its

vital parts are generally protected with
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bullet-proof armour. It carries a special

gun, usually mounted forward, and its war

duty is to attack hostile airships or aeroplanes
which may be defending them.

It must be understood that the diagrams

illustrating aircraft are of an entirely general
nature. Some aeroplanes have the screw

in front, when it is known as a
"
tractor,"

because it drags the aeroplane after it

through the air. Others have it placed

behind, where it is known as a
"
pusher,"

because it pushes the machine through the

air. The position of the screw is entirely
a matter of general convenience, and the

difference is merely that of pushing or

pulling a wheel-barrow.
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MINES.

The mine is a very old invention, being

nothing but a development of that
"
petard

"

with which the engineer was hoisted as

mentioned by Shakespeare. It was first de-

veloped along modern lines by the Russians

at the time of the Crimean War in the

Baltic, in 1854. They dropped about in

the Baltic a good many of what were then

known as
"
infernal machines." These were

filled with seventy pounds of gunpowder,
and exploded on contact. They did not do
much damage to ships which struck them,
but several of our people were injured while

examining unexploded mines which they
had picked up.

Further developments took place in the

American Civil War, the Confederates being

considerably active in strewing their rivers

with mines which were then called
"

tor-

pedoes," a name they retained until the

Whitehead automobile torpedo came to be

known by the title of
"
torpedo," the old
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original torpedo then being named "
sub-

marine mine."

Till within a few years ago the favourite

form of mine was a systematic harbour

defence laid by the Royal Engineers. It

consisted of a large number of mines con-

nected to the shore with a cable and capable
of being fired electrically at any moment
that an enemy's ship or fleet was over it.

Since the coming of the submarine the

old style of mine field has more or less fallen

into disuse, but there are still some of them

about, and they are liable to exist in very

unexpected places.
The mines of which we have heard so

much ever since the Russo-Japanese War
are a direct adar aon of the old Russian
"
infernal machine." That is to say, they

are intended to float and explode on contact

with a ship.

They are generally known as
"
blockade

mines," because their main use is to lay them
outside a harbour in which a fleet is blockaded
or shut in. Mines of this sort remain in

the position where they are submerged,
floating just below the surface of the water,
invisible to the enemy, but of course, well

known to the layers. Occasionally such
mines have broken loose and damage has
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resulted therefrom. But that has been due
to faulty construction. A properly-built
mine will, if it breaks adrift, automatically

sink, or otherwise become inocuous.

It is against the laws and customs of

nations to lay mines out in the open sea, as

the Germans have done, as such mines are

dangerous to all neutral shipping, and

unlikely to inflict damage on the enemy,
except by chance.

There are one or two ships specially built

for mine-laying the French, German and

Russian Navies having built a couple each
;

but the general rule, and that followed in

the British Navy, is to adapt for the purpose
old cruisers who have outlived their sphere
of war utility.

With a view to saving weight and space,
most or all of the guns are removed, and a

large hole or holes cut in the stern. The
mines are stowed in the middle of the ship,
and run along a small railway to the stern,

whence they are dropped into the sea at

definite intervals, these intervals being such

that it is not possible for a ship to pass
between the gaps. Usually, they are fastened

together in pairs, this being the general prac-
tice in the Russo-Japanese War.

When the enemy is suspected of having
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laid mines in any particular place, the first

course is to remove them. For this purpose
small vessels of little value are employed,
steam trawlers in particular being favoured

for the purpose. The work, of course, is

not unattended with danger, everything

depending on the organisation and methods

adopted.
The less said about this matter, however,

the better, beyond remarking that the side

which lays mines is very likely to find its own
mines taken up and used against it.

Indeed it is said that the mines which

sank two Japanese battleships off Port Arthur

were ones which had been originally laid by
Admiral Togo in some other spot. The
Russians having kept observation, shifted

the mines into the route which the Japanese

ships were in the habit of following.
A similar story has also been current to

the effect that it was a Russian mine shifted

by the Japanese which sank the Russian

flagship Petropavlosk.
There is nothing improbable in either

story. It shows the care which has to be

exercised by those who employ this form of

warfare.



VIII.

PERSONNEL : OFFICERS.

The present system of officering the
British Navy is as follows : Boys who wish
to become Naval officers are examined at

about the age of twelve by a special Board.
There is no rule-of-thumb examination which
can be crammed for

;
the whole idea is to

select from the candidates such boys as

promise to be resourceful, or who exhibit

ability to think.

Many of us know the famous picture in
" Punch "

of an admiral examining candi-

dates for the Navy. The question asked by
the examiner was " Name the two greatest
British Admirals." The boy is represented
to have replied

"
Nelson, and please, sir,

I have forgotten what your name is !

"

There is some reason to believe that this

incident actually occurred
; but it is more

than doubtful whether that boy is a naval

officer at the present moment !

Another question which has been asked

of would-be embryo officers is :

"
If one

train leaves York at 50 miles an hour, and
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another leaves London at 30 miles an hour,
which will be nearest to London when the

two meet ?
" This old

" catch
"

is a very-

favourite question or rather used to be a

favourite question, as crammers have now

pointed out that when two trains are going
in the opposite directions, when both meet

they must naturally be exactly the same
distance from London !

However, for a long time it was the chief

question, and the devising of a better one

to discover intelligence takes a fairly long
time.

This system of selecting our future officers

has been strongly criticised in certain direc-

tions
;

but when all is said and done it is

difficult to think of anything really better.

A system whereby boys are crammed to

answer certain questions on subjects which
are known beforehand, cannot possibly be

a test of adaptability, and adaptability is

the first essential for a naval officer.

It may further be added that the Examina-
tion Board is continually changing, so that

anything in the nature of favouritism is

impossible ;
while as the fees charged are

much less than those of any big public school,
and very little if anything in advance of the

charges of an ordinary private school, it
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will be seen that
"

class interest
"

plays little

part in the selection of our future officers.

There is, it is true, a preference for the

sons of existing officers, but that is how
things should be.

" Comes of fighting
stock

"
still means as much for men as it

does for dogs. For the rest, it may be taken

for granted that at the present day the Navy
gets its pick of the best available stuff.

When a boy is selected he is sent to

Osborne Naval College, from which he

eventually emerges as a naval cadet, and then
as midshipman, with the pay of .31 i8s. 9d.
a year, from which .5 is deducted for his

instruction.

From this stage he proceeds to acting
sub-lieutenant at twice the amount, and

eventually becomes a sub-lieutenant on

53. a day.
Thereafter his career depends entirely on

himself. According to how he works when
he is an acting sub-lieutenant his ultimate

future absolutely depends.
When finally promoted to lieutenant he

receives IDS. a day, plus various allowances,
which can bring his pay up to 143. a day or

more.

After four years' service he automatically
rises an extra is. a day, after six years 2s.
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a day, after eight years 35. (when he auto-

matically becomes a lieutenant-commander),
after ten years 43., after twelve years 55., and

after 14 years 6s. If, however, he has

remained a lieutenant, or lieutenant-com-

mander for so long as this the end of his

career is reached.

As a lieutenant his duties are as follows :

should he have "
specialised," i.e., done well

enough in examinations as a junior to be

entered for a special course in gunnery or

torpedo engineering or navigation, his

principal duties on shipboard as a lieutenant

will lie in one or other of those directions.

His main job will be looking after the guns
and the fire control as

"
Gunnery Jack

"
;

the torpedoes and all the electrical gear of

the ship, from searchlights to electric bells

(as
"
Torps," or

"
Torpedo Jack ") ;

or

if a navigator (" the Pilot ") on him will

rest the responsibility that the ship's course

is correctly piloted. Should the ship ever

get aground, he will have finished his service

career the Navy knows no mercy in matters

of this sort.

A non-specialist officer (known collo-

quially as
"

salt horse ") serves as a watch-

keeper. His duties are to be on the bridge

during the
" watch."
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A " watch "
consists of four hours' duty :

midnight 4 a.m. (middle watch) ; 4 a.m.

8 a.m. (morning watch) ;
8 a.m. noon

(forenoon watch) ;
noon 4 p.m. (afternoon

watch) ; 4 p.m. 6 p.m. (first dog watch) ;

6 p.m. 8 p.m. (second dog watch).
A "

dog watch," it should be explained,
was invented so that no man should con-

secutively keep the trying middle watch two

days running.
The next stage of promotion in the career

of a naval officer is
" commander."

The pay of a commander is 22s. a day,
which is just a little over 400 a year. In

addition there are various extras which he

can expect to draw.

But on the other hand, if he aspires to

further promotion he will certainly have to

put his hand deep into his pocket. The
smartness and efficiency of a ship depends

upon the commander, and whatever may
obtain in theory, the creation of a

" smart

ship
" means spending money in various

ways. In addition to this, should he be

selected for promotion to captain, he is

likely to remain some considerable time on

the half-pay list, and the pay of an unem-

ployed captain is not high.
When first employed as a captain his pay
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may be as much as 700 a year, and event-

ually one way and another he will, if employed
arrive in the neighbourhood of a thousand

a year, out of which he will have to meet
various heavy expenses.

If promoted to commodore which is a

sort of cross between a captain and an

admiral he will receive .1,000 a year,

plus extras. As a rear-admiral, he will

receive the same, his extras will be the same,
but his expenses considerably heavier, as

the entertaining of all and sundry will fall

upon his pocket. In addition thereunto,
he will have a considerable period of non-

employment on half-pay.
The career of an officer, once he has

reached the rank of captain, is automatic

thereafter. His promotion depends entirely
on seniority. His employment that is to

say, being on full pay instead of half-pay,

depends entirely on his abilities.

On promotion to vice-admiral, our officer,

if employed, will receive ^4 a day, which
amounts to something like ^1,500 a year.
In addition to this there are various allow-

ances
; but if he actually makes 500 a

year clear out of his employment he will

deem himself lucky.
An admiral receives 5 a day, and in
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addition various allowances. By the time
all his expenses are settled up, his actual

receipts amount to something rather less

than those of a London motor-'bus driver,

although in the eyes of everyone he is

earning an uncommonly good salary.
At the top of the tree our lucky officer

reaches 6 a day as Admiral of the Fleet,
but as on having reached this rank he is

probably past the age of employment, his

actual income (half-pay) will be about

.1,000 a year. The energies required to

arrive at this rank are such that similarly in

private life the income would probably
result in something like .50,000 a year.

Taking things all in all and right away
through it may be said without exaggeration
that the financial prospects of a naval officer

and those of a clerk in an ordinary business

house, are about one and the same. As a

money-making profession the Navy is useless

to any man. That is why it remains what
the Labour Party often describe it as the
"
preserve of the upper classes."

The Navy is a glorious profession, but

there is certainly
" no money in it."

Recently, in response to a public demand
for

"
democratising

"
the Navy, it has been

made possible for an ordinary bluejacket to
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reach the highest ranks. After passing
certain examinations, he can become an

acting Mate, and thereafter Mate, and so

on to sub-lieutenant and upwards. To
assist him in his career, he gets a certain

amount of additional pay enough to enable

him to live in some fashion without private
means. Here, however, the sacrifices are

great, and the situation from a financial

point of view very poor. The nation's

general attitude in the matter is that being
a naval officer is a situation of such social

importance that bare minimum of pay should

be thankfully received.

The life of a naval officer is a strenuous

one. He is cut away from home ties except
at irregular intervals, and the responsibility
on him is enormous. For example : a lieu-

tenant on duty as wr

atchkeeper, having the

control of a two-million pound battleship,
on which the issues of this war between

England and Germany rests, by the time he
has paid unavoidable expenses, for uniform,

subscriptions, etc., his receipts are just about
the same as a driver on the London General
Omnibus Company, who drives his motor-bus

through the streets of London. Whatever
his rank that is about the utmost clear earn-

ing that any naval officer can hope for !
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There are a variety of other officers in

the Navy known as
"

civilian officers," in

distinction from those which I have de-

scribed, who are known as executive officers.

The executive officer is distinguished by
a curl on the top stripe of his uniform.

These "
civilian

"
officers who are non-

combatants, although they have to take just
the same risks in battle, are in a general way
paid a little better than the other naval

officers, but not very much, while their

chances of the
"
glory part

"
of the business

are infinitely less. The branches are :

Engineers. These are distinguished by
having purple between the gold stripes on
their arms. In case of an action their duties

are below, where they run little risk of being

injured unless the ship should be badly
knocked about or sunk. In that case death

is their inevitable fate generally a very

unpleasant death, by being more or less

boiled before they are drowned.

The normal duties of an engineer are

obvious, so need not be detailed. On his

efficiency depends whether the ship can carry

through the duties assigned to her by the

Admiral.

At the present time engineer officers are

entered in exactly the same way as executive
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officers, though they used to be entered

separately.

Paymasters (white between the stripes).
In the piping times of peace, looking after

the clerical work of the Navy, arranging
for pay in advance to the men, and matters

of that sort are their duties. In case of

war their duties are to assist doctors.

Doctors wear red stripes on their arms
and are officially known as surgeons. Every
large ship carries two, small ships one. Little

ships, like destroyers, do not carry any at

all
;
should they require a doctor they have

to depend on a large ship being able to

supply one.

In times of peace the duties of a doctor

are not very onerous ; in times of war doctors

are liable at any moment to have to put in

a couple of day's duty or more without
rest.

Their station is somewhere down in the

bowels of the ship ; their fate if the ship

goes under is certain death.

Accountant officers, that is to say, pay-
masters, are entered as

"
clerks

"
by an

entirely separate examination. So also are

doctors, who enter at about the age of 24.
In addition, all large ships carry a chaplain

of the Church of England. A naval man
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is allowed four religions, Church of England,
Roman Catholic, Presbyterian, or Wesleyan.
To one or other of these he must conform.
If he has no particular choice when joining,
he is entered as Church of England and is

ministered to by the chaplain. Otherwise
when the ship is in harbour he is, so far as

possible, allowed to go ashore and attend

whichever of the other three denominations

he has announced himself as belonging to

on joining. Whatever religion he joins on

as, he has to stay at.

The chaplain is generally known afloat

as the "Padre," or "sky pilot." He
occasionally acts as Naval Instructor also.

Naval instructors wear blue between the

stripes and have to teach midshipmen and
other budding naval officers various scientific

matters connected with their profession.
In war time chaplains and naval instructors

are detailed to assist the doctors.

All officers in the Navy have to provide
their own uniforms, but all receive a small

sum from the Government for messing. In

a regiment of soldiers all officers mess

together. In the Navy, on the other hand,
a captain lives in solitary state by himself,
and has his own table and apartments. The
other officers, that is to say, commanders
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and lieutenants and civilian branches of

corresponding rank mess in the
" ward

room " and live in cabins. The junior

officers, i.e., sub-lieutenants, midshipmen
and corresponding civilian ranks, live in the
"
gunroom." Some of the more senior of

them have cabins, but most of them sleep
in hammocks, the same as the men do.

Elsewhere in a ship there is another

miniature wardroom the warrant officers'

mess where the W.O.'s live and have their

being. These warrant officers are those who
have risen from the lower deck by methods
described in the next chapter. Their

various ranks are Warrant Officer and Chief

Warrant Officer, this last being a com-
missioned officer. After very long service

they achieve promotion to lieutenant.

But by this time they are always far too

old for ordinary employment afloat. They
get appointed to

"
shore billets," and so

gradually pass on to retirement.

It is only within the last two years that

any bluejacket has had a chance of becoming
a real officer on the effective list.

Theoretically this boon is immense. In

practice the pay of a naval officer is so

small that it is next to impossible to live

on it.
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There are other officers not yet mentioned.
I refer first to the Royal Naval Reserve

known for short as
" R.N.R." These are

officers of the Merchant Service who, for a

trivial bit of pay have put in a year's service

afloat with the Fleet.

In addition thereunto are the "
Supple-

mentary Lieutenants." These are officers

of the Mercantile Marine who have taken on

regular naval jobs. Their reward is in the

ordinary way a retiring allowance which is

very nearly half what they might have looked

for had they stuck to the Merchant Service.

Also there are the R.N.V.R. These are

wealthy yachtsmen and folk of that sort.

They are volunteers pure and simple. The
"

idle rich," is, I believe, their correct

technical tally with the mass of folk in these

islands.
" D d nuisances

"
is nearer the official

term for them. " Black legs
"

is the term

applied to them by the merchant seamen
of the R.N.R.

They are a lot of
"

silly enthusiasts
"

outside the scheme of everything an

entirely British product.
When this present war started it is safe

to say that they were far more dangerous in

aspirations than in fact. But they were
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most desperately in earnest, and just at the

present time men desperately desirous of

getting some German blood are likely to get
it somehow sooner or later. This particular
force is our "

last reserve." Properly organ-
ised, it is capable of indefinite expansion,
for it consists of men familiar with every
nook and cranny of our coasts.



IX.

PERSONNEL : MEN.

There are several different branches of

men in the Royal Navy, the two principal

being bluejackets and stokers.

Bluejackets commence their career as

boys at the age of 15. They are drafted to

Shotley Barracks and thence to various

training establishments, where they undergo
elementary courses in gunnery, torpedo,

signalling, navigation, etc. Their pay com-
mences at sixpence a day.

After a time they are rated Ordinary
Seamen at is. 3d. a day, then onwards to

Able Seaman at is. 8d., Leading Seamen at

2s. 2d., Petty Officer at 33., and Chief Petty
Officer at 33. 8d. In all cases a man can

qualify himself for extra pay, though not

to any very great amount.

Food for the men is provided by the

Government. It is uniformly good and

moderately plentiful. In addition there

are allowances of rum (or money in lieu

thereof), also an allowance of tobacco.

On board every ship there is a canteen
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where additional luxuries can be purchased,
to supplement the regular Navy ration.

On joining, a certain amount of uniform

is provided, but otherwise throughout his

career a man has to find his own. The cost

of this to the men varies, as those who are

anxious to get promoted generally indulge
in smart uniforms, which they make them-

selves, or get done by sailors who specialise

in tailoring which afloat is known as
"
jewing."
In addition, all the above bluejackets enter

for ten years' consecutive service, after which

they can leave if they like and go into the

Royal Fleet Reserve. Or they can sign on

for a further period of twelve years, which
entitles them to a pension which depends
on their rank and character on leaving the

service.

In addition, however, there are a good
many men entered direct for five years'
service. These men, who are nicknamed
"

ticklers," are put to do the less important
work on shipboard, and have no prospects
of promotion.
A Petty Officer, if he has done well, can

qualify for and become a Warrant Officer.

His pay is then from 6s. a day upwards, with

allowances in addition.
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A Warrant Officer is equivalent to a

Sergeant-Major in the Army. They are

generally known as the
" backbone of the

Service." Their duties are many and
onerous. The old familiar branches of

gunner, bo'sun and carpenter still exist.

The stoker branch are not entered as

boys, but come along as young men. Other-

wise their career is as stated previously.
There are a variety of other branches,

as for example, joiners, shipwrights,

blacksmiths, plumbers, painters, coopers,

armourers, electricians, sick bay men,
writers, cooks, ship's police, bandsmen,

servants, stewards, tailors, shoemakers, etc.,

and there is even a rating known officially

as
"
tindal of seedies."

The men of the Royal Naval Reserve

(R.N.R.) are merchant service sailors who

qualify with a certain amount of annual

drill.

The Naval Volunteers were dealt with in

a previous chapter. It only remains to add

that the bulk of the
"
ordinary seamen "

in it are rather better off financially than the

ordinary captain, R.N.



X.

THE ROYAL MARINES.

The simplest non-technical explanation
of the Royal Marines is that they are
"

soldiers under Admiralty orders." This

is not by any means an exact definition, as

a marine when afloat does bluejacket duty
under his own officers, manning guns, etc.,

while ashore his duties are of a military
nature.

The marines make up, roughly, a quarter
of the ship's company. They were originally
instituted as a special police force in days
when sailors were very unruly, and it is their

proud tradition that when mutinies took

place in the past the marines have always

proved faithful.

The official motto of the marines is
" Per Mare, per Terram," and some idea

of the services performed by them in the

past may be gleaned from the fact that it was
once proposed to give the "

Sea Regiment
"

colours, such as the soldiers possess, with
the names of their various battles em-
blazoned. When the scheme came to be
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gone into, however, it was discovered that

no flag would contain all the necessary
names !

There are two branches of Marines :

Artillery, always known as the Blue Marines,
and the light infantry, known as the Red
Marines. They are blue or red according
to the colours of their tunics.

Marine officers are entered by examina-
tion in the same way that army officers are

entered, and all their ranks are military
titles. The commencing pay of an officer

as second lieutenant is 53. 3d. a day. A
colonel receives about ^400 a year. There

are, of course, various allowances which
raise the pay a little.

The men enter as privates at is. 4d. a day.
Unlike the bluejackets, the marines get their

uniforms provided by the Government.
There is no short service in the Marines

such as exists in the army, all being long-
service men. The bulk of them at any
one time are what is known as

"
old soldiers."



XI.

HOW A FLEET GOES INTO ACTION.

In the old days of a hundred years ago,
when ships depended on the sail for propul-

sion, the root idea of successful battle was
"
cutting the line."

Nelson employed it at Trafalgar not as

a new device, but as an old and well-tried

one.
"
Cutting the line

" worked somewhat
as follows :

There were two things for which every
admiral manceuvred. Of these the first was

the
" weather gauge." In the old sailing

days a ship under sail naturally heeled over

to the breeze, and could not use her lower

tier of guns. Consequently the ship (or

fleet) which got the weather gauge, i.t., was

able to use both tiers of guns, had an

immense advantage over the enemy.
The other old advantage was "

cutting
the line." This meant sailing down towards

the enemy ; cutting some of them off and

hammering them out, long before the rest

could beat about and return.

All this sort of thing is, of course, quite
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(Fig. i) Crossing the "7."

(Fig. 2) B will endeavour to anticipate by doing as indicated.
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(Fig. 3) An endeavour to cross the "T" on the tail of A.

(Fig. 4) While A endeavours to do the same by B.
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dead nowadays. But the integral principle
is just the same to-day, and will ever remain
the same. It consists in manoeuvring for an

advantage.

Just at present that advantage rests in

managing to accomplish a manoeuvre known
as

"
crossing the T."

In this Fleet A manages to get across the

bows of Fleet B. It will be noted that all

the A ships can concentrate their fire on
the leading B ships. (See diagram I.)

Of course B will not charge into A, as it

would have done in the old days. Steam
has reversed all the old formulae of victory.
B will meet A by turning as in the second

diagram. All the same, however, A is

bound to secure a heavy fire on the leading

ships of B.

In substance it is exactly the same thing
as the thing which happens when two men
play draughts together. B will turn long
before the first position seems possible.
He will seek to get round behind A, and

reverse the situation. (See diagram 3.)

A, of course, will endeavour to repeat the

original situation. (See diagram 4.)

This can either go on and on for ever,
or until one admiral will manage to gain
and hold the advantage point.
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Failing this there is nothing left but for

the two fleets to steam past each other in

line till the better gunners have hammered
the more indifferent. Thus and thus only
are Trafalgars made nowadays.

If we care to examine history we shall

find that in Nelson's days the general

principle was exactly the same.

A modern fleet-action where the battle-

ships are concerned must necessarily be short,

though the manoeuvres indicated may last

for a very considerable time.

It would probably be heralded by a good
deal of desultory fighting between the scout-

ing cruisers on either side.

After it was over the destroyers of the

victor would be hotly engaged in endeavour-

ing to sink what was left of the vanquished,
also likely enough in isolated combats with
hostile destroyers.
No navy can afford to have an indecisive

fleet action. It is necessary to have it

absolutely conclusive, so that it means the

complete annihilation of one side or the

other.



XII.

GUNS.

The gun, as we understand it, first came
into use after armour was invented. Till

armour came along, penetrative power
mattered very little. The object was merely
to hit the enemy with a smooth bore cannon
which first fired cannon-balls and later shells.

It was to defeat the shells that armour came
to be applied to ships.

Once, however, it became the custom to

clothe ships with an "
impenetrable coat of

mail
"

the entire situation was altered
;
the

ideal of every gunmaker was to penetrate
that coat of mail.

To this and this alone may be attributed

the extraordinary advances in gun power
which this generation has seen. It began
with oval and hexagonal shot, and thence

proceeded with the introduction of twisted

grooves, or "
rifling." This allowed of the

use of pointed projectiles, which were first

supplied with studs to fit the grooving.

Nowadays special bands which adapt them-
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selves to the rifling are substituted. The

object of rifling was to secure increased

range.
The battle guns versus armour, was a

long one. No sooner was a gun invented

capable of penetrating armour than a new
and superior kind of armour was invented,

capable of keeping that projectile out of a

ship's vitals. Eventually, however, the gun
forged ahead.

On the
"
proving ground

"
where guns

are tested against armour plates the gun
won hands down. It is easier to increase

the size of a gun than to increase the thick-

ness of armour, the relative increases of

weight concerned being totally dispropor-
tionate.

On the other hand battle experiences of

ten years ago between Russia and Japan by
no means indicate that, so far as armour is

concerned, defence is knocked out by the
attack. Roughly, the contention under
which we have gone to war is that under

practical conditions the gun will not pene-
trate armour as expected, because projectiles
are never likely to hit exactly dead true, and
all British armoured warships are armoured

along such lines. The Germans, on the
other hand, have sought after protection
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more than we have, adopting the other of

the two rival theories :

(1) That defensive sacrifices should be

made in order to inflict greater damage
on the enemy.

(2) That to inflict damage on the enemy
it is necessary to be well protected

against his return fire.

It is unwise to lay down any generalisation
as to which theory is the better. One can

merely indicate the different lines along
which British and German naval policies
have proceeded.
The rate of fire is an important thing with

guns. In this connection the normal possible
rates are about as follows :

15 inch 1.2 shots per minute

13-5 i-5

12 ,, 2 ,, ,,

9' 2 4

7 ?5 ^ " "
6 10

4-7 I2 " j'

4 " 1 S "
12 pounders 25 ,,

Which, of course, works out that the

bigger the gun the slower it fires.

Here one may explain that a 15 -inch gun
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is one whose bore is of 15 inch in diameter,

and so on down.

The 12-pounder is of 3-inch bore, but

for some reason guns of this size in the

British Navy are spoken of as
"

12-pounders,"
because they fire a shot of 12 pounds weight.
In all other navies they and lesser guns still

are always spoken of in
"
bores."

In the old British Navy it used to be the

custom to speak of guns as
"
32-pounders,"

"
64-pounders,"

"
loo-pounders," and so

forth. This continued until 3OO-pounders
were arrived at.

Then a system was introduced of speaking
of guns by weight for example an " 8i-ton

gun." These were muzzle-loaders.

When breech-loaders came in, for purposes
of distinction, it became the custom to

speak of them as
"

1 2-inch," etc.

For similar reasons, when the Hotchkiss

anti-torpedo boat guns first appeared with

metric designations, such as 37 m/m, 47 m/m
52 m/m and what not, it was deemed incon-

venient to refer to them in inch equivalents,
some of which, such as

"
2.2," or

"
1.4," were

confusing, and a Nelsonian notation by the

weight of projectiles was adopted.
But everything which was a

"
ship gun,"

i.e., carried by any ship as part of her main
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armament as distinguished from her anti-

torpedo attack armament has continued to

be alluded to in terms of inches.

In so far as
"
pounders

"
could be applied,

the 4-inch gun is a 25-pounder (or occa-

sionally a 32-pounder). The 4.7-inch is

somewhere about 40 pounds. The 6-inch

is in the neighbourhood of 100 pounds, the

7.5 fires a shot of 200 pounds. The shot of

9.2 weighs 380 pounds, while that of the

12-inch weighs 850 pounds.
The projectile of the 13.5 was originally

of 1,250 pounds, but in later models rose

to 1,440 pounds. The exact weight of

the 1 5 -inch projectile has never been pub-
lished, but it is probaby not far short

of a ton.

An earlier chapter explains why the big

gun, which fires slowly with a heavy

projectile, is of more use to the Navy
than the lesser gun which fires a lighter

projectile.
Of all the guns mentioned the most

accurate for short ranges is the 4-inch. The

4-inch of modern times is not to be con-

founded with those 4-inch guns of the

Pegasus, which could not reach the German
cruiser which destroyed it. The guns of

the Pegasus w
rere very old pieces, which were
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quite incapable of ranging to any distance

which matters in modern naval warfare.

The modern 4-inch, on the other hand,
is an entirely up-to-date gun, with which
it is next to impossible to fail to hit. It is

the gun of our destroyers, and is also

mounted in a number of our more modern

light cruisers.

The rapidity of firing from guns is greatly

governed by the fact as to whether the

ammunition for them can be man-handled,
or must be worked by machinery.
The limit in this respect is the 6-inch gun,

with its loo-pound projectile. Experience
has indicated that beyond that weight it is

not possible for men to hand along the

projectiles for any length of time.

In some of their ships the Germans tried

to utilise a heavier gun known to us as the

6.7, which fires a projectile of 132 pounds
weight, but they presently learned that this

was too heavy for a single man to manipu-
late for any length of time, and so in their

Dreadnoughts they also reverted to the
6-inch gun with the projectile averaging
a little over 100 pounds.
The principal feature of a gun, in the

matter of straight shooting is what is

known as its initial velocity that is to say,
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the rate per second at which it leaves the

muzzle. The faster its velocity the less it

has to be sighted for and the more certain

it is to hit the target. Here again, reference

is made to the diagram on page 21. If a

projectile be light it cannot long keep up
its initial velocity.
When the British cruiser Pegasus was

engaged with the German cruiser which
sank her, her old guns had to be elevated to

the utmost angle in order to obtain any
chance whatever of hitting the enemy. The
German cruiser, on the other hand, had

merely to fire at something like point-blank

range, because the velocity of the guns was
so much greater and little elevation was

required.

Any modern 12-inch gun is theoretic-

ally at any rate as capable of getting

through hostile armour as a larger weapon.
But at long range it is less accurate than the

bigger pieces. Consequently, every Navy
is going in for bigger and bigger guns on the

principle that the bigger the gun the easier

it is to secure a hit.

I have referred to the rate of fire. But

there is another factor, and that is the weight
of projectiles from one discharge, and the

distance at which these projectiles are
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effective. Roughly, the distances are as

follows :

12 inch guns up to 5 miles

13-5 6

15 7 2

At eight miles off a 15 -inch, if it hits

square, will (theoretically) get through 9
inches of the latest type of armour.

We come now to the weight of the pro-

jectiles discharged by a single broadside.

They are as follows :

8-12 inch from the Dreadnought 6,800 Ibs.

10-12 Neptune 8,500 Ibs.

10-13.5 ,, ,,
Orion 12,500 Ibs.

8-15 Queen Elizabeth 15,600 Ibs.

The enormous increase of weight dis-

charged explains how it is that battleships
so quickly get out of date and have to be

replaced by later productions. It is the

march of invention which does the mischief

and costs the money. Nelson's Victory was

50 years old at the battle of Trafalgar, but

as there was no " march of invention
"

in

those days she was just as efficient as any
brand-new ship. To-day a five-year-old is

already at a considerable disadvantage.
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TORPEDOES.

A torpedo is best described as a small

uninhabited submarine. The original in-

ventor of the automobile torpedo was an

Englishman named Whitehead, who, meet-

ing with no appreciation in his own country,
established works in Fiume, in Austria.

His early efforts were, of course, very simple
and trivial things they might travel a

hundred yards, or they might not. And
they also had an unpleasant habit of

"
doing

the boomerang," i.e., coming back at the

boat which fired them.

Long ago, however, all these defects

were overcome, and a torpedo can now
travel up to five miles at a considerable

speed.
Till comparatively recently all torpedoes

were of 17.7 inches in diameter generally
known as the "

1 8-inch." To-day, however,
this 1 8-inch is superseded in all modern
vessels (except of the French Navy) with a

2 1 -inch torpedo which, being larger, carries
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a far heavier explosive charge. Details as

to the charge are more or less confidential,

and wisely so.

Not, however, that wisdom has always
been a salient feature in connection with

torpedo matters. An absurd situation arose

many years ago when the perfected White-
head first appeared. The prefection was
arrived at in a part of the torpedo known
as the

"
balance chamber "

the integral

part of the whole mechanism.
When any Power purchased the right to

utilise Whiteheads the secret of this balance

chamber was only revealed under oath of

secrecy to certain torpedo lieutenants a

sort of Masonic secret. Even an admiral

might know nothing about it, lest by an
incautious remark the possible enemy might
find out something.

All of which was very well as a precaution,
but it presently came about that every

navy in the world was thus hiding secrets

known to every other navy !

To-day, of course, there is no particular
secret

;
and there are other makes of

torpedoes the Schwartzkopf, in Germany,
the Bliss-Leavitt, in the United States.

Neither apparently is quite so good as the

Whitehead, but they are amply good enough
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for all practical purposes. And "
practical

purposes
"

is
"
the thing that matters."

Whatever the design all torpedoes are

constructed on the same general principle.
This principle is as follows :

(1) Head of the torpedo in which the

explosive charge is carried. This is

exploded by means of a
"

pistol."
The "

pistol
"

mainly consists of a

striker which, on hitting anything,
hits the detonator a small amount
of fulminate of mercury, which ignites
and explodes the explosive charge.

(2) The "
air chamber." This contains

compressed air which supplies the

motive power of the torpedo. In

modern torpedoes there are various

devices for super-heating this air,

and so securing extra efficiency.

(3) The " balance chamber." This regu-
lates the depth at which the torpedo
will run. It can be set for any
depth. The general principle is that

should the torpedo get higher than

its depth, the water comes in and
makes it sink a bit by altering the

alignment of the horizontal rudders.

If, on the other hand, the torpedo is

too deep down a series of springs
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incline the rudders until they auto-

matically make it come up again.

(4) The engines. These are worked from

the compressed air carried in section

(5) The "
buoyance chamber." This is

simply a chamber to give the neces-

sary buoyancy to the torpedo.

(6) The "
tail." This consists of two

propellers, whereby the torpedo is

driven, and also the rudders already
referred to.

In addition to this all torpedoes are now
fitted with a gyroscope, a heavy revolving
wheel which tends to prevent anything
which might otherwise deflect the torpedo
from its original line.

Various other additions to torpedoes have

been patented from time to time. For

example, there is a device whereby, should

a torpedo miss a ship by getting astern of

her, the wash of their propellers will cause

the torpedo to circle round and re-attack

from the further side.

There is also an American invention which

perhaps is really being used in the German

Navy at the present time. The principle
of this is to substitute a short 8-inch gun
for the explosive head. When the torpedo
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makes contact, this gun fires a high-ex-

plosive shell right into the vitals of the

ship struck.

Early torpedoes used to cost about 500
each. To-day the cost may well run up to

nearer 2,000.

Torpedoes are discharged from a species
of gun known as a

"
torpedo tube." These

are of two kinds those carried above water
in small vessels, and those fitted under water
in big ships (submerged tubes).
The general principle of both is the same.

A small charge puts the torpedo into the

water thereafter, it progresses by its own
motive power. The only essential differences

are that whereas the above-water tube

merely plumps the torpedo into the water,
the submerged tube is fitted with a. bar

which guides the torpedo clear of the ship's
side. Else it might be deflected by the

motion of the ship firing it.

The other difference is that the above-

water tube can be trained like a gun on the

enemy, whereas the submerged tube is fixed,

and the ship discharging must be manreuvred
so that the tube can bear.

This entails loss of speed and position
to use the submerged tube. On the other

hand, should a shell burst on or near an
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above-water tube the odds are that the

torpedo explodes and destroys the ship

carrying it.

Some six months before the present war
a French naval officer proposed that tubes

should be carried above water in armoured
turrets and used as guns are used. But the

war happened long before this suggestion
could be tested and made use of if it turned

out to be practical.
\Ve should be careful not to assume that

ships are defenceless against torpedoes

despite the fact that (according to German

reports) a single submarine sank three old

cruisers of ours of the Cressy class.

Modern capital ships are armoured under
water against torpedoes. The efficiency of

this armour is a matter of theory, but there

is as yet no reason to suppose that one or

even two torpedoes would do more than

temporarily disable a Dreadnought.
The defensive principle is based on the

idea that internal under-water armour,
somwhat set back, will confine the effects

of a torpedo into comparatively narrow
limits.

There is also
"
net defence," otherwise

known as
"

Bullivant," after the firm which

specialised in this direction.
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" Net defence
"

consists in a series of nets

hung out from the attacked ship. These

nets are composed of a series of steel rings
a sort of steel fishing net hung out round a

ship. Their main defect is that they greatly
reduce the speed of a ship. Also every
modern torpedo is fitted with automatic

nippers to work its way through the nets.

But there is yet no reason to suppose that

such
"
net cutters

"
will be effective against

a ship in motion under war conditions.

For many a year the British Navy was

the only one which trusted to
" net de-

fence." Just before the present war the

British Navy suddenly gave up net defence,

while the German Navy just as suddenly

adopted it.

From which the assumption is that the

Germans had become possessed of some

appliance against which nets were of no

avail
;

but that we have nothing of the

same sort or are supposed not to have.

Probably the Germans are using the sub-

marine gun referred to previously.
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Abaft, the end towards a ship's stern.

Abeam, in line with the middle of the ship. About the

same thing as
"
amidships."

Admiralty, the Board which controls the Navy. The
Administrator of the Navy. The "

First Lord "

is a Cabinet Minister. The "
Sea Lords

"
act as

advisers to him.

Adrift, term used by bluejackets who have broken leave.

Aerial, the essential wires whereby wireless messages are

received or sent.

Aft, the stern : back end of the ship.

Amidships, the middle of the ship.

Andrew Miller (occasionally Merry Andrew), nautical

nickname for the British Navy.
Armour, specially treated steel plates which are placed

on the sides of the ship and its turrets to keep out

projectiles.

Armour belt, (see Belt).

Armour-piercing Shell, shell with a strong point intended

to penetrate armour and then burst.

Barbette, a fixed armoured tower inside which gunt
revolve. Design of French origin as opposed to the

contemporary British idea of a revolving turret.

Guns in all battleships are now mounted in

barbettes, but the term "
barbette

"
has fallen

into disuse, the word "
turret

"
being used

instead.
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Barque, a three-masted vessel with square sails on the fore

and mainmast, but not on the mizzen.

Barquetine, a three-masted vessel with square sails on the

fore mast only.
"
Bailment de Guerre" French term for any warship.

Vaisseau is never used for a warship in France,

except to describe an old three-decker of about a

hundred years old.

Battery, this term is usually applied to inferior guns which
are mounted either to support the big guns or for

use against torpedo attack.
"
Auxiliary battery

"

is the term now applied.

Beach, a naval expression indicating going ashore, e.g.,
"
going to the Beach."

Beam, the breadth of a ship.
" Beam "

is the measure-

ment of the maximum breadth.

Bells, time at sea is indicated by bells which are struck to

indicate each half-hour of the watch. For ex-

ample, noon is eight bells, 12.30 one bell, I

o'clock two bells, 1.30 three bells, 2 o'clock four

bells, and so on until 4 o'clock, which is eight
bells. The watch is then changed and the bells

begin again with one bell for 4.30, etc.

Belt, the portion of armour protecting a ship's water line.

Bilge, the bottom of the inside of a ship.

Bilge keels, special keels projecting from the bottom of a

ship to minimise the rolling.

Blockade, when a hostile fleet is off a harbour or coast in

sufficient strength to prevent ingress or egress

of anything, it is said to have established what is

known as an "
effective blockade."

Blockade-runner, a merchant ship which takes chances of

being able to run into a blockaded port without

interception by the blockading force.
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Bluejacket, term applied to any sailor whose duties are

entirely on deck.

Blue Water School, the name applied to those whe hold

that shore defences are mostly unnecessary, and

that the defence of the coast should rest entirely

with the fleet.

Boat, destroyers and torpedo boats are frequently spoken
of as

"
boats." A large ship is never spoken of as

a
"
boat

"
in the British Navy.

Boilers, these are, of course, the steam generators.

Various types exist, but in the British Navy all are

either Yarrow (with tubes going at an angle of

45 degrees into a drum), or Babcock (with the

tubes placed more or less horizontally). In either

case these contain water which passes through the

furnace fire and is heated accordingly, with the

result that steam is generated at the other end.

Some of the older ships have Belleville boilers,

also tubes inclined slightly out of the horizontal.

Boom defence, this is a series of heavy spars or masts,

lashed together to old vessels in order to block a

harbour's mouth. A boom defence has usually
one entry which can be opened or closed at will

in order to admit ships.

he front part of a ship.

Bridge, part of the ship from which the vessel is navigated
in peace time or when not in action.

Brig, a two-masted vessel with square sails on both masts.

Brigantine, a cross between a brig and topsail schooner.

Broadside (i) the side of a ship.

(2) the term is also used to indicate the whole
of the available guns on one side of the ship firing.

Bulkhead, partitions in the inside of a ship. These exist

to strengthen the hull and to localise the entry
of water should the outer skin be pierced.
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Bunkers, places along the side of a ship, up or below the

water-line in which coal is stored. So long as a

bunker is unemptied this coal is a valuable asset

in stopping or minimising shells which have

penetrated the armour.
" Buzz" nautical slang term for any rumour which

obtains partial credence.

Cable, (i) the chain to which the anchor is attached.

(2) a nautical measurement= 200 yards.

Capacity, this means the amount of coal and oil which a

ship can carry. There are two sorts of capacity:

(1) Normal, which is what a ship can carry on
her designed displacement.

(2) Full, the amount she can manage to carry,
and which she always does carry.

Capstan, the mechanism by which the anchor is hoisted

up.

Casemate, a fixed armoured structure inside which a

secondary gun (that is to say, an 8 or 6-inch gun)
is worked. As a rule the front is six inches thick

and the rear two inches.

Charlie B., Naval name for Lord Charles Beresford.

Cbartbouse, an erection on the bridge in which the charts

are kept by which the vessel's course is steered.
"

Chief," senior Engineer Officer of any ship."
C.O.C.," Commander-in-Chief.

Complement, the number of officers and men forming the

ship's crew.

Conning tower, a heavily armoured structure in the fore

part of the ship, either under or immediately in

front of the bridge. It is the post of the captain
and others responsible for the steering and control

of the ship in action.

Cowl, a ventilator.
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" Der Tag
"

(" the Day ") a toast among German Naval

officers meaning the time that they expected to

fight and beat the British Navy and establish

Germany as the world's premier navy.

Destroyer, a small vessel fitted with torpedo tubes intended

to attack big ships. Originally designed to attack

smaller vessels of her own sort.

Division, a group of ships three or four in the case of

battleships, and anything up to twenty in the case

of destroyers, which act together.

Doctor, in the merchant sen-ice is the slang term for the

ship's cook ;
but it is not used in this connection

in the Navy.
Double bottom, a system of sub-dividing the bottom of a

ship into a number of small compartments with

an inner and outer skin. It is designed to mini-

mise injury to the ship's bottom.

Draught, in the ordinary way the draught of a ship is

her
" mean draught," that is to say, the difference

between the amount of immersion forward and

the amount of immersion aft, which is generally

several feet more. The " maximum draught
"

indicates the least depth of water in which a ship
can travel.

Ebb tide, the tide going out, i.e., falling.

End-on, a ship with her bow or stern to the enemy is

" end-on."

Ends, the
"
ends

"
of a ship are either the bow or the

stern. In some designs they are heavily armoured ;

in others they are left entirely unarmoured.

Hence the expression
" unarmoured ends."

Eztn keel, when there is little or no difference between

the fore and aft draught of a ship as designed, she

is said to be of
" even keel."
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Fairway, the centre of a channel or harbour.

Fathom, a nautical measure of depth= six feet.

Fighting tops, a fighting top is anything on a mast from
which guns can be fired. Nelson was killed at

Trafalgar by a man who fired on him from aloft.

Twenty years ago every warship carried a certain

number of light guns on her masts. To-day
the mast being required for fire control stations

and searchlights no guns are carried above the

upper deck.

Fire controls, stations in the masthead from which officers

can take the range of an enemy and having passed
this down below, the guns know whether the shots

are short or too far beyond. The range used

down below is corrected accordingly.

Flatfoot, an old term whereby bluejackets described

themselves.

Fleet, a number of squadrons collected together.

Flood tide, the tide corning in, i.e., rising.

Flying topmast (see Topmast).
Forecastle (Foke's'le), the forward part of a ship. Usually

inhabited by the crews, but in the earlier Dread-

noughts the living space of the officers.

Foremast, the first mast of a vessel counting from the

bow.

"
Gabby," Naval term for a coastguard. Hence reserve

ships are known as
"
Gobby ships."

"
Goeben," British naval term for a coward. Originated

in August, 1914, on account of the show German
battle-cruiser Goeben having run away from the

British light cruiser Gloucester.
"
G. )." general quarters ; every man at his war station

on board the ship.
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"
Gunnery Jack" the chief officer responsible for the

guns and gunnery.

Gunroom, a place in the after part of a ship allocated to

junior officers and midshipmen.

. weather, a sailor who chances to have got drunk

describes it as having
" made heavy weather."

Hoists, tube through which ammunition is passed up to

the guns.

Hydraulic gear, big guns and their mechanism are far too

heavy to be operated by hand. Consequently

machinery has to be employed. Hydrauhc me-
chanism is the most popular, because being worked

by water any leak or defect is easily detected.

The principle is that
" water always finds its own

level."

Interned, under International Law, should a hostile

warship enter a neutral harbour and not leave it

within twenty-four hours she becomes "
in-

terned," i.e., she is taken possession of by the

neutral until such time as the war is over.

"Jackie," Naval name for Admiral Lord Fisher.
"
Jeune Ecole," name applied to a body of thinkers

(mostly French), holding the idea that naval

success is best to be secured by torpedo operations
and attack on commerce.

Kaiser Bill, a naval expression for bluff that cannot be

supported.

Knoty a nautical measure of speed 2,000 yards (a sea

mile). A ship's speed is calculated by how many
sea miles she can do in an hour, the result being
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expressed in knots. For example : 25 knots an

hour= able to do 25 sea miles in an hour (roughly
28 land miles).

Leeward, (to), naval expression for having got the worst

of anything. This expression dates from Nelson

times.

Liquid fuel, term applied to any oil used for the pro-

pulsion of warships :

(1) Used to increase the heat of the coal fire

under the boilers, or

(2) may-be the sole heat generator.

Log (i) a daily record of everything which takes place
on shipboard.

(2) a ship's speed indicator which "
logs

"
the

velocity.

Lower deck, (i) the deck immediately above the water

line.

(2) The term " lower Deck "
is also used to indi-

cate the ship's company, in the same way that

officers are spoken of as the
"
Quarter Deck."

Magazines, the portions of a ship in which the ammu-
nition is stored.

Mainmast, the second mast of a ship counting from the

bow.

Matlo, name used to describe themselves by British blue-

jackets. Falling into disuse. Corruption of the

French matelot. The term dates from the

Crimean War, when the British and French

sailors worked together.

Mizzen, the third mast of a ship counting from the bow.

Moan, nautical term for any complaint about things.
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Monkey bouse, the top of the chart house, from which

the officer on duty usually works the ship,

torpedo nets are hung out from the side of a ship
to catch torpedoes. The advantage of nets is

that they save ships from being torpedoed ;
the

disadvantage of them is that, if the nets be out

the ship can only steam at a slow speed.
" Neucloid" nautical term for those employed in reserve

ships. (See
"
Gobby.")

Padre, the chaplain on board a man-of-war.

Pay, paymaster.

Pole mast, a mast in one piece only.

Potted air, artificial ventilation, common in modern

warships.

Prize, an enemy merchant ship captured by a warship
becomes the property of the capturing nation

and is subsequently sold. Until recently the

crew of the capturing warship took the profits

on the transaction, but nowadays in the British

the profits are spread over the entire fleet,

the idea being that all who have done something
towards the capturing deserve their share just as

much as those who actually effect it.

Protective deck, this was first introduced for cruisers not

otherwise armoured, but for a long time it has also

been applied to battleships as an additional pro-
tection behind the belt armour. The principle is

armoured plates inclined at an angle of 45 degrees.
In a

"
protected cruiser

" two inches of armour at

an angle like this is theoretically equal to four inches

or more of vertical side armour. There is some
doubt as to whether this is true

; but absolute

data are unavailable. In a battleship with an
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armour belt the idea of a protective deck is some-
what different. The principal idea is that should
shells get through the belt and burst, the pieces
would be unable to penetrate the protective
deck.

Quarter, either side of the ship aft.

Quarter deck, (i) the upper deck in the after part of

the ship.

(2) As this part is reserved for officers these are

generally known as
"
the Quarter Deck."

Rake, when, instead of being upright, masts are on the

slant, they are said to have a
"

rake."

Ram, some twenty years ago every battleship carried a

projecting spur, fitted under water at the extreme
end of her bow. The idea was to punch a hole

in the enemy's bottom. Nowadays, owing to

the progress which has been made in guns and

torpedoes the ram no longer remains a weapon
of account afloat. In some form or other, how-

ever, it is generally retained in the same way that

soldiers still retain the bayonet, the idea being
that, just as in every war the theoretically useless

bayonet is found a determining factor, so the

ram may yet prove of utility in certain circum-
stances.

Rangefinder, an instrument for finding how far away the

enemy is. It works by two optical images of the

enemy coming into clear conjunction. When this

conjunction is correct, the exact range can be
ascertained.

Reciprocating engines, this term is applied to all older

methods of steam propulsion in which power is

obtained by means of pistons being forced up and
down cylinders by tteam power.
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Schooner, a ship with fore and aft sails only. Sometimes

these are fitted with square sails forward. They
are then known as topsail schooners.

Screen, originally this consisted of nets slung between the

guns of a batter)- so that if a shell struck one gun
the pieces from it would be localised. To-day a

screen generally consists of two inches of steel

between guns which are side by side in a battery.

The purpose is the same. The word "
screen

"

is also applied to a thin plate of steel fitted in

front of light guns. It is of no value whatever

for protection, but it is calculated to give confi-

dence to the crew of the gun behind it.

Scuppers, the side of the ship under the bulwarks or rails,

for drainage of sea water which comes aboard.

Sea lawyer, term applied to any sailor who is over-

interested in his exact legal rights.

Sea Lord, a Naval officer serving on the governing Board

of Admiralty.

Sea mile, 2,000 yards. About i^ of a land mile. Naval

distances are expressed in sea miles as
"
miles."

Searchlight, an electrically operated machine like an

enormous bull's-eye lantern used for projecting

light at night and detecting approaching vessels.

Shell, any projectile containing a bursting charge either

of gunpowder or high explosive.

Shield, this is a metal shield which may be anything
from one to six inche* thick, placed over a gun
not otherwise protected, or occasionally over gum
which are armour protected also. It gives no

absolute protection to the men operating the gun,
but it does protect the mechanism of the gun.
One objection to a shield is that it may arrest and

cause to burst a shell which would otherwise

pass clear.
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Shove off. Naval expression for leaving any place or

person.

Sky Pilot, an old name for a chaplain. Seldom heard

nowadays.
"

Snottie," Naval slang for a midshipman.

Soundings, the depth of water expressed in fathoms as

measured by a sounding line.

Spotting, technical term used to explain watching where

shots aimed at the target fall.
"
Spotting

"
is

done from a position on one of the masts.
"
Squaddy," a squadron commander in the Naval Air

Service.

Squadron, a small group of warships not sufficiently

numerous to be termed a
"

fleet."

Starboard, the right-hand side of a ship looking forward.

A green light is carried on this side at night.

Stem, bow of a ship.

Stern, extreme end of a ship aft.

" Tar" term used by the British public to describe

sailors. Quite unknown afloat.

Topmast, the masts of nearly all ships are made in either

two or three pieces. The second of these is known
as the topmast. The third is the topgallant mast,

though in the Navy the topgallant mast is always

spoken of as
"

flying topmast."

Torpedo tube, an instrument for discharging torpedoes.
"

Torps," usual nickname of any officer responsible for

the torpedoes and wireless. The official desig-

nation is
"
Lieut. (T)."

"
Tug," a name applied in the Navy to anyone called

Wilson.

Turbine, the most common method of the propulsion of

warships to-day. It is difficult to describe in

non-technical terms, but in general principle it
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is similar to a water-wheel with jets of steam

taking the place of the water.

Turret, originally a turret was a heavily armoured re-

volving tower containing a couple of guns with its

base protected by fixed side armour. (See

Barbettes)

Weather side, the side of a ship facing the wind.

Windsail, an erection of sail cloth, intended to take the

part of a ventilating cowl.

Windward, (to wind'ard of), Naval expression to indicate

an advantage of any kind.

Wireless, wireless telegraphy is under the control of the

torpedo lieutenant and strictly confidential. The
British Navy has easily the best

"
wireless

"
in the

world.
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